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The Modified Successive Overrelaxation
with Fixed Parameters

Method

By David R. Kincaid and David M. Young*
Abstract.
Expressions for the spectral radius and for certain norms of the modified
successive overrelaxation method with fixed parameters are derived. Also established
are expressions for the virtual spectral radius and for certain virtual norms of this method.
Parameter restrictions are determined so that the spectral radius and the norms coincide
with the virtual spectral radius and the virtual norms, respectively. Optimum parameters
which minimize these expressions are obtained. These results extend those of Young [11], [12].

1. Introduction.
We consider convergence properties of the modified successive
overrelaxation method with fixed parameters for solving the system of equations
Au = b.

(1.1)

Here A is a real square positive definite** matrix of order N, b isa real vector, and u
is the solution vector which is to be determined. We assume that A has the form
H

(1.2)
IH2

DJ

where A and D2 are square diagonal matrices. Letting D be the diagonal matrix
whose diagonal elements coincide with those of A, we note that

(1.3)

D~lA

B = I

where F = -D^H,
and G = -D2_1i/2.
To define the modified successive overrelaxation method, we first write (1.1) in the

form
"i

=

«2 =

with u and c = D~*b partitioned

F u2 + Cj,
Gui

+ c2

according to the representation

(1.2) of A. The
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modified successive overrelaxation (MSOR) method is given by
(m+1)

{ r-r

(m)

i

= w{ Fu2

(1.4)

+ d)

co'{G«;m+1)

)

i

/ .

+ (1

+c2!

+

(1 -

m ^ 0,

c/)«<

where coand co' are fixed relaxation parameters such that 0 < co < 2 and 0 < co' < 2.
Evidently, we may write (1.4) in the form

£„
where

h

0

(1 - co)/,

coF

-u'G

hi

0

(1 - &>')/,

£*
(1.5)

(1 - «)/,

coF

[(1 - wVG

coco'GF + (1 -

co')/2

and
/i

0

l-co'G

72

Lco'c2.

A means of determining the convergence behavior of the MSOR method is
obtained by the spectral radius of £„,„. which is the modulus of the eigenvalue of
largest modulus and is denoted by 5(£„,„.)- Young and Kincaid [10] established a
"basic eigenvalue relation" for 2 X 2 block matrices (see also Young [12]). This
eigenvalue relation applied to £„
implies the following.
If p is an eigenvalue of B and if X is an eigenvalue of

(1.6)

1 -

M = (M;,,) =

wp

CO

(1 — w)ü)'ß

coco p

+

1 — CO

then X is an eigenvalue of £„
An exception is made for the case p = 0 where at
least one of the eigenvalues of M, but not necessarily both, is an eigenvalue of £„
Conversely, if X is an eigenvalue of £„,„- then X is an eigenvalue of M for some
eigenvalue p of B.
Thus, the eigenvalues of £„,„- and B are related by the quadratic equation

det(M — \I) = 0 which is of the form
(1.7)

X2 -

tiß, co, co')X +

5(co, co') = 0,

where
t(p, co, co') = trace
5(co, co') =

det

M =
M =

Mul

MlilM2,2

+

M2i2,
— M2llM1|2.

As in [11], we study the virtual spectral radius of £„

(1.8)

5(£„,„-)

which is given by

= max y(p, co, co'),

where y(p, co,co') is the root radius of (1.7) for each p, i.e., the maximum of the moduli
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of the roots of (1.7) for each p. Here, SB is the convex hull of the set of eigenvalues
of B. Clearly, S(£„,„.) ^ &(£„,„.)> with equality whenever the maximum in (1.8)
occurs at an eigenvalue of B, and such a maximum root of (1.7) is an eigenvalue
of £„,„- for this eigenvalue of B.
Other measures of convergence are based on various norms. The spectral norm of

£„,„. is defined by
(1.9)

= {S(£„, H.£l.u. )}1/2.

The D112-norm and the A1'2-norm of £„,„. are given by
, ,^1/2

£w,w'||zWa

(1.10)

—

|.|JE*.„.|U./.

\\D

£WtW-Z)

||2,

= |M1/2£„,„^-1/2

The virtual
-norm and the virtual A1/2-norm of £„
are given by (1.10) and (1.9)
with the virtual spectral radius of the appropriate matrix. We denote the virtual norm
with an asterisk to the right of the norm. Clearly, ||£„^
||£u,»'||*i/> and
||£w,U'IU'/> ^ l|J3«,u'||*'/» with equality whenever the virtual spectral radius coincides
with the spectral radius of the appropriate matrix.
When determining either the (virtual) spectral radius, (virtual) D1/2-norm, or
(virtual) /l1/2-norm, it is shown in Young and Kincaid [10] that it suffices to assume
that A has diagonal elements of unity and, consequently, that A = I — B. For more
details on this and for more information on material given in this section, see Young

[11], [12] and Kincaid [6], [7].
Evidently,

the D1/2-norm

is given by ||£B,u-||D./>

=

{£(£„ ,„.£^„,)}l/2.

Con-

sequently, the virtual D1/2-norm is obtained from

(1.11)

||JB„...|'|J./. = max T1/S(n),

where T(p) is the root radius for each p of the quadratic equation
(1.12)

A2 -

T(p, co, co')A + A(co,co') = 0

and where
r(ju,co,co')

= trace

MMT

A(co,co') = det MMT

=

M2,t

= (AfnAf,.,

+

M2,2 +

-

M2il +

M2,2,

M2,lM1,2)2.

The /l1/2-norm is given by

(M3)

l|JB...'IU-/- = iS(£.;„.A-i£l,m.A)}1/'
=

{iS"(£„,u■(£», w0 )}

>

where £'„ „, = /41/2£„^.A~l/2. Moreover, the virtual ^1/2-norm is obtained from
(1.8) with the appropriate matrix from (1.13).
In Section 2, we determine an expression for the (virtual) spectral radius of £„
and also convenient upper and lower bounds. The domain in the (co, co')-plane where
the spectral radius and the virtual spectral radius coincide is established. These
results are then used to obtain corresponding expressions and bounds for the A1/2norm.
Young [11] discussed the problem of choosing co and co' to minimize the virtual
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D1/2-norm of £„,„.. A partial solution of this problem was stated there without
proof. In Section 3, the problem is solved completely. Also, an expression for the
(virtual) Z)1/2-norm is given and the region of agreement between the ö1/2-norm and
the virtual D1/2-norm is obtained. Perspective graphs are given that illustrate the
behavior of the virtual spectral radius, the virtual /l'/2-norm, and the virtual D1/2norm.
The development of the MSOR method has resulted from the work of De Vogelaere

[1], Young, et al. [9], McDowell [4], Taylor [5], Young and Kincaid [10], Young [11],
Kincaid [6], [7], and, most recently, Young [12]. The theorems in this paper expand
those of Young [12] on the virtual spectral radius, the virtual /l1/2-norm, and the
virtual Z>I/2-norm. Interest in this area has been expressed in recent papers by Ehrlich
[2], [3] where the MSOR method with fixed parameters is used for solving the biharmonic equation as a coupled set of finite-difference equations.

2. Spectral Radius and .41/2-Norm. We now determine an expression for the
(virtual) spectral radius of £„,„■ and determine when the spectral radius and the
virtual spectral radius coincide. Note that this theorem is implied by the discussion

given by Young [12].
Theorem 2.1. If A is a positive definite matrix of the form (1.2), ifO < co < 2 and

0 < co' < 2, and
(i) if u + co' — !/32üxo' ^ 2, then
(2.1)

S(£„,„.)

=

$(£*,„,)

= <r(co,co') +

{<r2(a),a/)

-

(co -

l)(co' -

1)}I/2

where
(2.2)

cr(co, co') = f[2

— co — co' + coco'/Z2|,

(ii) if w + co' — |/i2coco' 2: 2, then

(2.3)

S(£„,„.)

= co = co' -

1,

co 2: co',

1,

co ^£ co'.

Proof. From Section 1, the virtual spectral radius of £„,„- is the maximum root
radius of the characteristic Eq. (1.7) over the interval —ß ^ m = m where ß = S(B).

Evidently,
(2.4)

t(ß, co, co')

5(co, co')

1 — co — co -\- cocoyU ,

(co -

l)(co' -

1).

Notice that this quadratic equation can also be written in the form
(X + co -

1)(X + co' -

1) = coco'm2X.

The maximum root radius of (1.7) for fixed coand co' is found by maximizing \t(p, co,w')|
over the interval —ß ^ ß ^ ß (see Young [11] for details). Since t(p) = t(ß, co,co') is a
linear function of ß2, we have

max

|nj*)| = max{|r(0)|,

|r(/Z)|}.

We note by Fig. 2.1 that in the (co, co')-plane there are two pertinent regions since co
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Figure 2.1

and co' are fixed between zero and two. We let Region I and Region II be such that

t(ß) ^ - /(0) and t(p) St - ;(0), respectively.
Consequently, we have
max

\t(ji,w,u')\

=

|f(/Z, co, co')|,

(co, co') £

Region

II,

=

—1(0, co, co'),

(co, co') £

Region

I.

Since fi is necessarily an eigenvalue of B, we have established (2.1) in Region II;
however, since zero is not necessarily an eigenvalue of B, we can establish only an
expression for the virtual spectral radius in Region I. □
We now prove
Theorem 2.2. If A is a positive definite matrix of the form (1.2), then, for co+ co' —
\ß2oiu ^ 2, 0 < co < 2, and 0 < co' < 2, we have
(2.5)

min 5(£„,„0

= S(£ai,ai)

= co6 -

1.

Moreover,
(2.6)

min

£(£„,„-)

=

S(£ui,al)

= co„ -

1,

0<u<2;0<a>'<2

where co„= 2/(1 + (1 - fi2)1'2). Also, for 0 < co ^ 1 andO < «'i
(2.7)

1 -

(coco')1/2(l -

fi2) g

£(£„,„.)

-

S(£.,..)

^

1 -

1, we We

coco'(l -

ß2).

Proof. From Young [11], [12], we have (2.6) and, consequently, (2.5) by (2.1).
The spectral radius of £„ ,„., for 0 < co g 1 and 0 < co' ;£ 1, is the root radius of
(2.8)

X2 -

[2 -

co -

co' + coco'/Z2]X+ (co -

l)(co' -

1) = 0,

where 0 < fi < 1. Letting 6 = 1 — X, we have
(2.9)

62 -

[co + co' -

coco'/i2]0 + coco'(l -

fi2) = 0.
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Next, letting <p = 6 — coco'(l — ß2), we have
(2.10)

<b2 -

[co + co' -

coco'(2 -

ß2)]<t>+ coco'(co-

IX«'

-

1)(1 -

ß2) = 0.

Since co + co' — coco'(2 — /z2) St co2 + (co')2 — 2coco' St 0 and since the roots of (2.10)

are real, both roots of (2.10) are nonnegative.

Hence, the right-hand

inequality

of

(2.7) follows. The smaller root of (2.9) is given by
e = 2coco'(l -

ß2)[w +

(w2 -

W(l

-

ß2))1/2]~l

where w = co + co' - coo//z2. Consider 6 - (coco')1/2(l - ^2) = (oco')1/2(l - ß2)R
where R = 2(coc/)I/2[c + (d2 - W(l
- m2))1/2]_1 - 1 with c - (co'/co)1/2 +
(co/co')1/2-m2(coco')1/2.Butü
St 2-a72, since (co7co)I/2+(co/co')1/2 St 2 and (coco')172 ^ 1.

Therefore,

R ^ 0 and 0 ^ (coco')1/2(l — ß2). Consequently,

of (2.7) holds.

the left-hand inequality

□

The result (2.6) was proven by Young, et al. [9]. The second inequality of (2.7) is
stronger than a similar result which was stated by Young [11, p. 80], [12, p. 282] and
for which an incorrect proof was given.

Fig. 2.2 illustrates the behavior of S(£„,„.) for 0 ^ co ^ 2 and 0 ^ co' g 2. The
point of the partially hidden cusp in the perspective graph corresponds to the value of
the virtual spectral radius at (cot, cob). Notice that the virtual spectral radius is a
positive function of co and co' with the value unity at the boundary of the square
0 ^ co ^ 2 and 0 ^ co' ^ 2.

Figure 2.2.

Virtual Spectral Radius of £„ ,„..

the modified successive overrelaxation
We now determine

the (virtual) A1/2-norm of £„,„-.

method
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From Young [11], [12],

we have
■t»-«>.•'«-•'))•
so that we obtain the following from (1.13), since 0 < o(2 — «) S
0 < w'(2 - «') ^ 1.

1 and

Theorem 2.3. V/"/l is a positive definite matrix of the form (1.2), anc7 ?/0 < co < 2
anc70 < u' < 2, fnen

(2.11)

||JB..,'|U*/'

= 11«...'111^ = {5(£B(2-u),„.(2-„-)))1/2

ana?
(1 -

(2.12)

wco'(2 -

co)(2 -

^ ||JB....|U./.

a)')(l

-

M2)}'72

= ||£-.-'||J./.

^ 1 - W(2

- «)(2 - «')(! - M2).

Also,

min
(2.13)

||£«,.'|U>/

0<«<2;0<u'<2

min

0< w<2 ;0< w '<2

||£B,..||i./. = llJEi.illix/.= H^IL./.

= p.

Fig. 2.3 illustrates the behavior of the (virtual) v41/2-norm of £„ ,.. for 0 g co ^ 2

and 0 g «' g 2.

t

ai:>

Figure 2.3. Ain-norm of JE„
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3. D1/2-Norm. We now consider the problem of determining the (virtual)
Z>1/2-norm of
and the values of co and co' which minimizes the (virtual) D1/2norm.
Theorem 3.1. If A is a positive definite matrix of the form (1.2), ifO < co < 2 and
0 < co' < 2, anc7
(i) if co2 + (co')2 + (1 + M2Xww')2+ 2coco'(l - 2«') St 0, /Ae«

||£-.-'||D«/.
(3.1)

= ||£-.-'H^/.
= ^Gü,co,co') + {Mz.co,

«') + |(co -

l)(co' -

1)1JI/2,

where
^(/Z, co, co')

(3.2)

= i{[|co-

1| -

Ico' -

1|]2+

[(co + co')2 -co(co')2(4-co)]/I2

(ii) i/co2 + (co')2 + (1 + A2)(coco')2 + 2coco'(l -

(3.3)

||JB....||t./.

+ (coco')y},/2,

2co') g 0, then

= «' - 1.

Proof. From Section 1, the virtual Z)!/2-norm of £„,„- is given by (1.11). For
notational simplicity, we let x = coand y = co'. From (1.12) and (1.6), we have

(3.4)

ro*. x, y)= (I - xf + (1 - *)W
A(*, y) = (1 -

x)2(l

-

+ *V + (W2 + 1 - yf,

y)2.

For fixed x and y such that 0 < x < 2 and 0 < y < 2, we observe that, for T(p) =

T(ß, x, y),
(3.5)

max \T(ji)\ = max{r(0), T(fl)\.

By Fig. 3.1, in the (x, y)-plane there are two pertinent regions.

1

(4/(5+(I2),4/(3-il?))
Region
/

/
II-

/

/
/

/

Figure 3.1
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We let Region I and Region II be such that T(ß) g T(0) and T(ß) ^ T(0), respectively. It is easy to show that T(p) = 7"(0) if and only if
(3.6)

x2(ß2y2 + y

+

1) + x(2y

-

Ay2) + y2 = 0.

Clearly, we have
max

\T(ji,x,y)\

= T(ß, x, y),

(x, y) £

Region II,

= 7(0, x, y),

(x, y) £

Region

(3.7)
I.

Since
(3.8)

r1/2 = \'T

-

2V/A)1/2 + \'T

+ 2VA)I/2,

the proof follows from (3.4), (3.6), and (3.7). Clearly, the Z)1/2-norm and the virtual
Z)1/2-norm coincide in Region II. □
We now determine the values of coand co' which minimize the (virtual) Z>1/2-norm

of £„.„..
Theorem 3.2. If A is a positive definite matrix of the form (1.2) and
(i) i/O < ß ^ (1/3)1/2 then
(3.9)

min
0<oi<2

||£„,„.||D./.

;0<«

=

||£Uo,|=

(1 -

co0)1/2,

' <2

a«c7
min

||£..M.||S./.

=

||£...B..||S./.

= 0

-

o>a)U2 = fl/(l

+ £Z2)1/2,

0<io<2;0<u'<2

where co0 = 1/(1 + ß2), u'0 = 1/(1 — ß2),

(ii) //(1/3)1/2
min
(3 10)

^ jü < 1, then
||£„,„'||*./*

= 11£„0,„0-

°<"<2:0<"'<2

= ||£....v||i>i/.
where co0 = 4/(5 + ß2), o>'0= 4/(3 -

= cöo— 1 = (1 + mV(3 - m2),

ß2).

Proof. As before, we let x = to and y = co'. We now establish the minimum point
for the virtual D1/2-norm when restricted to Region I. By (3.3), the point which
minimizes the virtual Z)1/2-norm in Region I lies on the boundary C between Region I
and Region II. In order to lie on C such a point must satisfy Eq. (3.6) which has two,
one, or no real roots depending on whether the discriminant 4y3[(3 — ß2)y — 4] of
(3.6) is positive, zero, or negative, respectively. Thus, as indicated in Fig. 3.1, if
y > 4/(3 — ß2) then there are two real roots of (3.6), and if y = 4/(3 — ß2), then
there is only one, namely, x = 4/(5 + ß2). Notice that the virtual Z>1/2-norm on the
boundary y = 2 of Region I is unity by (3.3). Since by (3.3) the virtual Z)1/2-norm is
independent of x and since at y = 4/(3 — zz2)and x = 4/(5 + ß2) the virtual D1/2norm is less than unity, it follows that the optimum relaxation parameters with regard
to the virtual D1/2-norm are x = 4/(5 + ß2) and y = 4/(3 — ß2) when restricted to

Region I.
Next, we seek the minimum values of x and y for the D1/2-norm when restricted

to Region II. We note that, from (1.12) and (3.8),
2r1/2

= R, + R2,
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where
R'i = (Mi.,

-

M2J

+ (Mll2 +

Rl = (Mi,,

+

A/2,2)2 +

(M,,a

M2,02,

-

A/2il)2.

Clearly, by differentiating with respect to either x or y, we have
2(r1/2)'

=

[(Mlti

+

[(Mi,]

-

M2,2)(M[A

+

-

M2.2)(Mi',,

M'2,2) +

+

(M,,a

M2,2) +

+

M2tl)(A/',2

(M,,2

-

M2A)(M[,2

Mi,

cos i(0,

+

Ma-,,)]//*,

-

M'2A)]/R2,

whenever Rx 9+ 0 and 7?2 9* 0. By defining
\MM

(3.11)

— M2,2/

+

A/2.2/

we have
(r1/2)'

= sin i(t?i

-

+ cos i(9i

02){M2',2 sin *(«, +

~

02) +

62){M[A cos |(Ö! +

62) +

+

02)j

Mi,2 sin §(0, +

02)}.

From (1.6) it is easy to show that
dT1/2/dx = {ß sin |(0! + 02) -

cos K#i + 02)! {yßsin

~ Ö2)+ cos H#i ~ M

and
ar1/2/c1v = {sin

-

02)} {(xß2 -

1) sin f(0, + 02) + (1 - x)ß cos |(Ö, + 02)}.

Notice that ß is used, since we are restricted to Region II with TU2(ß) from (3.1).
Thus, we have dT1/2/dx = 0 if at least one of the following conditions holds
(3.12)

tan |(0X + 02) = 1/ß,

(3.13)

tan 1(0, -

02) = -l/(yß)

and dT1/2/dy = 0 if at least one of the following conditions holds
(3.14)

tan H#i + #2) = (1 - *Wü

(3.15)

tan K#i ~ 62) = 0.

- xß2),

Clearly, (3.15) and (3.13) cannot hold simultaneously, since 0 < y < 2 and 0 < ß < 1.
Moreover, (3.12) and (3.14) are not simultaneously satisfied, since ß 9* 1. Hence,
dT1/2/dx and dT1/2/dy vanish simultaneously when and only when at least one of
the following two sets of conditions hold
(3 16)

tan J(0i + 02) = (1 - x)ß/(\

tan J(0i -

(3 17)

tanK^i

- xß2),

02) = -\/(yß),

+ 02) = 1/m,

tan ^(0, -

02) = 0.

First, we suppose that (3.16) holds. Using (3.11) together with (3.16), we have,
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from (1.6) and from the fact that 0j = 1(01+ 02) + |(öi — ei\
(3.18)

(1 -

ß2)x -

(1 + ß2)y + 2ß2xy = 0.

Similarly, using the fact that 02 = i(<?i + 02) — |(0i — 02), we have
(3.19)

(1 + ß2)x + (1 - zz2)>.= 2.

Solving (3.18) and (3.19) simultaneously, we find that the roots z, = (x{, y,) are
Zi = (1, 1) and z2 = (1/rz2, —l/iz2). Clearly, z2 is not allowable, since 0 < y < 2. We
shall show later that Z\ is not the minimum point.
Now suppose that (3.17) holds. The second equation of (3.17) implies that dx =
02 + 2kw. Hence, from (3.11), we have M1AM2yl + Mli2M2i2 = 0, i.e., from (1.6),
(3.20)

(1 -

x)2y + x2yß2 + x(l

-

y) = 0.

Moreover, 0, = 02 + 2kir and the first equation of (3.17) implies that tan 6X= l/ß,

i.e., from (3.11) and (1.6),
(3.21)

(1 + ß2)x = (1 -

ß2)y.

Similarly, we have tan 02 = \/ß, i.e.,
(3.22)

(1 + ß2)x + (1 -

ß2)y = 2.

Eliminating y from (3.20) and (3.21), we obtain
(1 +

ß2)2x3 -

3(1 + ß2)x2 +

2x =

0

which has roots z0 = (1/(1 + ß2), 1/(1 - ß2)), z3 = (0, 0), and z4 = (2/(1 + /z2),
2/(1 — ß2)). Clearly, z3 and z4 are not allowable, since 0 < y < 2. Eliminating y

between (3.20) and (3.22), we obtain
(1 + iZ2)V -

5(1 + ß2)x2 + 2(3 + ß2)x -2

= 0,

which has roots z0 = (1/(1 + ß2), 1/(1 - ß2)) and
z5,6 =

((2 ±(2(1

-

zz2))I/2)/(l

+

ß2), =F(2(1

-

/z2))1/2/(l

-

ß2)).

Clearly, z5 is not allowable, since 0 < y < 2. We now show that z6 lies in Region I

for all ß such that 0 < ß < 1. From (3.5), we note that T(0) - T(ß) = -ß2g(x, y),
where
(3.23)

g(x, y) = x2(y2ß2 + y2 +

1) + x(2y

-

4y2) + y\

Since for all zzsuch that 0 < zz < 1,
g(z6) = 4/z2(l -

ß2y\\

+ £Z2)"V

-

3 +

2(2(1

-

/z2))1/2] ^

0,

we have T(0) St 7;(iZ)and z6 lies in Region I rather than in Region II.
We now show that zt is an extraneous root. Since r1/2(z!) = zz(l + it2)172and
r1/2(z0) = ß/(l

+ ß2)l/2, r1/2(z0) < r1/2(z,).

In fact, r1/2 at z0 is less than

r1/2 at

any point of the boundary of Region II. This follows since the minimum point of the

boundary of Region II is at (4/(5 + zz2),4/(3 - rz2))where r1/2 < 1. Note from
Young [11], [12] that 1 ^ S(£x,u) g p.^llo./,
for (x, y) on the boundary of the
square 0^5
2,0^5
2. Hence, the point z0 = (1/(1 + ß2), 1/(1 - ß2)) minimizes the £>1/2-norm when restricted to Region II.
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We now determine whether z0 lies in Region I or Region II for all values of ß such
that 0 < ß < 1. From (3.23), we have g(z0) = 1 — 3ß2, so that z0 lies in Region II,
if 0 < ß < (1/3)1/2, and in Region I, if (1/3)1/2 < ß < 1. Clearly, z0 lies on the
boundary C, if ß = (1/3)1/2.
In conclusion, we have, if 0 < ß ^ (1/3)1/2, then the optimum relaxation parameters for the 7)1/2-norm lie in Region II and are x = 1/(1 + ß2) and y = 1/(1 — it2).
If (1/3)1/2 i> ß < 1, then the optimum values for the virtual 7J>1/2-norm lie on the
boundary C and they are x = 4/(5 + it2) and y = 4/(3 — it2). Notice that when
it = (1/3)1/2 we have 1/(1 + it2) = 4/(5 + it2) and 1/(1 -

Theorem 3.1, the proof of Theorem 3.2 follows.

it2) = 4/(3 - ß2). From

□

Fig. 3.2 illustrates the behavior of the virtual Z)1/2-norm for it2 = 1/3. Notice
that the virtual D1/2-norm is a positive function of w and &>'which is less than or equal
to unity in Region I but greater than unity in part of Region II.

Figure 3.2.

Virtual Din-norm of £„,„..
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